Biblical Counselor

The in-house counselor provides Christ-centered, Biblically-based counseling services (to individuals, couples, and families), with priority given to members and attendees of Grace Redeemer Church. The counselor is a part-time staff member and reports directly to the Director of Counseling Ministry.

Minimum Qualifications:

- Degree in Counseling/Biblical Counseling
- Counseling license preferred
- Minimum 3 years of counseling experience

Major Duties & Responsibilities:

- Provide individual, group, or family therapy sessions as appropriate for the treatment plan of clients.
- Provide initial treatment planning for clients based on assessment and collaborate with additional services as needed.
- Maintain timely documentation of services provided to clients according to facility and professional standards for documentation/record keeping, confidentiality, and ethical/professional standards.
- Participate in treatment team meetings, case conferences, supervision, and collaborate with other pastoral and counseling staff as appropriate.

Character & Conduct Qualifications:

- Demonstrates a deep Gospel-humility, while also confident and passionate about accomplishing great Kingdom purposes in reliance on the power of the Holy Spirit and on the resources God has given to His church.
- Exhibits strong interpersonal skills that can adapt to various personalities and contexts.
- Shows openness to receiving feedback and direction from the Director of Counseling Ministry and pastoral leadership.
- Desire to be a part of a team of Kingdom servants; enjoys staff camaraderie, with a sense of humor about self on the basis of confidence in Christ-identity.
- Affirms core beliefs and doctrinal standards of Grace Redeemer Church.
- Evidences biblical character in personal life and relationships.
- Desires to grow both spiritually and professionally.
- Demonstrates a lifestyle, and family life, that is consistent in word and practice with Scripture.

Employment Classification:  Part-Time, Regular, Non-Exempt

Work Schedule:

- Hours: 15 - 20 hours, including weekend and evening slots as necessary for client schedules.

Resume Submission:  Email resume, cover letter, and recommendations to recruiter@graceredeemer.com. No calls, please.